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PERSISTENTLYFINITE THEORIES
WITH HYPERARITHMETICMODELS
BY
TERRENCE MILLAR1
Abstract. Nerode asked if there could be a complete decidable theory with only
finitely many countable models up to isomorphism, such that not all of the
countable models were decidable. Morley, Lachlan, and Peretyatkin produced
examples of such theories. However, all the countable models of those theories were
decidable in 0'. The question then arose whether all countable models of such
theories had to be, for example, arithmetic. In this paper we provide a negative
answer to that question by showing that there are such examples with countable
models of arbitrarily high hyperarithmetic degree. It is not difficult to show that any
countable model of a hyperarithmetic theory which has only finitely many countable
models must be decidable in some hyperarithmetic degree.

Preliminaries. For elements tj, £ G «<u we write tj < £ to mean that r¡(i) = £(/')
for all ; < lh(r)). We write r/ <¿£ if either tj < £ and tj ¥= £, or i)(i) < £(/') for the
least /' such that tj(/) ¥=£(/'). If £ G to, then a structure 6£is decidable exactly in B if &
is decidable relative to £ and, whenever â is decidable relative to C C to, then
£ < TC. Thus, for example, if 6Eis decidable, then 6Eis decidable exactly in any
recursive £. A complete theory T is persistently finite if every complete extension in
£(£) U {cx,... ,c„} has finitely many countable models up to isomorphism, n < to.
The remainder of the notational conventions are more or less standard and can be

determined from [1,2, and 4].
We will now state the result:
Theorem. For every n < to there is a complete decidable persistently finite T such

that:
( 1) Not every countable model of T is decidable; and
(2) every countable model of T is either decidable exactly in H(n) or is decidable.

Proof. By Kreisel [4] fix a recursive tree Tr C w<w such that:
(1) Trhas exactly one infinite branch/* G to"; and

(2)/*=r77(n).
Without loss we will assume that if for some i < to,r¡ (i)E Tr, then tj (j)ETr
for
ally < to. We will first specify the language of the desired theory T, and then define
its prime model. The following will be unary predicate symbols: {U , Sv, Bv \ i\ E Tr}.
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Also there will be the following binary predicate symbols: {Eg, £|, LI, <
|tj (0), £ (0>G Tr}. The universe of the prime model will be the rationals Q. We

first define S®, U®,and Ef, by induction on the length of i).

lh(n) = 0: s?> =dtUf, =dtQ.
Fix some onto/, -,: Q -» Q such that for all/?, ? G (2.

(!)£<?-»/<>(£)</<>(?)

and

(2)/-*(£)-Ô.
Then

Ef}=dt{(p,q)\p,qEQ,f()(p)=f()(q)}.
Lh(Tj*(/>) = n + 1: Let {S®0)\ i < to} be defined so that:

(l){S&0|i<«}

partitions Í/*;

(2) Va, a' G £/«Vi < «[<«, a'> G £* A a G S^ - a' G $£,>];
(3) Va, a' E 17*V» < w[a G S^() A a' G S£,+ 1>- a < a']; and

(4)Vi<»[Ji"[4]se].
By (4) fix a g^ifi

5 #[S&,>] for each i < «. Now define [$,.> =df/,-|(gv<,)(0))

for all / < to. If T/*(z')*(0) £ Tr, then we are done. Otherwise, for each such i fix an

/,*<0: t/*<0 - ß such that:
(1) Vp, a G [/#,■>[p < a -/,-<,>(£) </,«<0(a)]; and

(2)V?eß[4(/)«ß].
Then

EfV) =df ((í,?)|í,?E

U$0),fr(i)(p) = /*,>(?)}.

Next, the other predicate symbols' interpretations:

£f> =df0, and for t, 7^ < >, B? =dl{p E S,f | ^'(/„.„„-.(/O)

< 0};

(R¡f =A(P, q)\p e $f. <7e Sf, and/„(/>)= /£(a)};
(¿D* =df{<A q)\p 6 S«, a G S« and/,(/>) </f(a)};
^

df ^

and

•

The reduct ß of 6Eto the signature { < , Sn | tj G Tr} is thus a dense linear order
with Tr coded in via the S^s and ordered lexicographically. Also note that the theory
of ß has a type T that satisfies/* «StT, i.e. any type T containing {Sf.Xn(x)\ n < u}.
The problem with ß is that its theory has continuumly many countable models. The
way to remedy this fault is either to eliminate the other, "nonessential" nonprincipal
types, or to tie their realizations together. The first option is not possible, since it is
straightforward to show that a bound on the Cantor-Bendixson rank of the types of
a theory places a corresponding bound on the Turing complexity of those types.
Thus, for instance, if a theory has a nonarithmetic type, then it must have types of

all finite Cantor-Bendixson ranks. So, unless the realizations of such types are
linked, there are necessarily continuumly many countable models of the underlying
theory.
On the other hand, the method chosen to connect the realizations of different
types is subject to several constraints. First, it is easy to show that if whenever a type
T is realized in a model, a type 2 must also be realized, then 2 <rr. Also, if the
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Cantor-Bendixson rank of T is less than that of 2, then the method used to connect
realizations cannot be as simple as a function. This is the explanation of the RJ 's. In
the reduct 6 of fcfto {< , Sv, £* |t?, £*<0>, //(0)G Tr}, the £*'s connect realizations of the two types containing {Sí(x),-,Sf<-¡-)(x) \ i < to}, {Sp(x),-¡S^^yix)
|i <
w} respectively. The £ 's are included to obtain a theory that eliminates quantifiers,
since the elements ^-related to a given element are thus certainly related to each
other. Similarly the £j?'s are needed for the elimination of quantifiers, since they
reflect the < order within S "slices". Finally, the Uv's pick out the £, equivalence
set which is used to code the extensions of tj in Tr, and the £^'s are added for the
elimination of quantifiers to denote being < -before the corresponding (Z/s. We now
proceed to show that the theory of (? allows an elimination of quantifiers.
Let the following set of universal axioms constitute a theory £': For all r), £ and /x
for which the corresponding predicate symbols are in £(£):
(I) " < is a linear ordering of the universe";

(ll)S()(x)A^B()(x);
(III)Sn(x)-5{(x)for£<7,;
(IV) Sv(x) - -^S((x) for T,<L£ and r¡ •+ fc
(V) t/„(x) - $,(*);
W) S„~(i)(x)^ Uv(x);
(VII) "E is an equivalence relation on Í7 ";

(VIII) SnV>(x) A SVo)( v) - x < v for i <j;
(IX)£,(jc)-5,(x)A-,c/(x);
(X)B¿x)/\S¿y)/\-,B¿y)-+x<y;
(XI) U^(i)(x) - ÍU^(i)(y) ~ Ev(x, v)];
(XII) R*(x, y) ~ E„(x, y)\
(XIII) R}(x, y) - U„(x) A i/{(y) A £*(y, x);

(XlV)R}(x,y)ARli(y,z)^Rl(x,z);
(XV) L¡(x, y) - £/„(*) A u((y) A -.^(jc,

y) A ^L\(y, x);

(XVl)L¡(x,y)ALl(y,z)^L;(x,z);
(XVII) S„(x) A S^v) A -,£„(*, y) - [£^(x, y) ~ * < y];
(XVIII) S,(x) A S((y) - [£?(*, v) V £«( y, x) V ^(x, y)];
(XIX) £,(x, v)Ax<zAz<v£„(*, z);

(xx)/^(*, >oA£V<0(*)
-»tho(j');
(XXI) £|(x,

y) A £^(l)(x)

- %,>(>-);

(XXII) £„-<,)(*) A .B^^)
A Sr</>(>0- L}(x, y);
(XXIII) [/„-</>(*)A St(¡)(y) A ^£r(/>(j) A ^Uf(i)(y) - L¡?(x,y);
(XXIV) £^(x, y) A £^(M, w) A -,£„(*, a) - [x < u ~y < w];

(XXY)RJ(x, y) A S^(/>(x)- SvV)(y);
(XXVI) ££(*, y) A Sv~0)(x) - -5r(y)(y)

for; < i;

(XXVII) £^(x, y) A Un(u) A u < x A ^E¿u, x) - L¡(u, y);
(XXVIII) £«(y, x) A U¿u) Ax<u^
£«(y, u);
(XXIX) £*(y, x) A U((u) A u <y - L«(«, x);

(XXX)£¡(x, y) A £i(y, z) - LJ(x, z);
(XXXI) £?(*, y) A R^(z, x) - ££(z, y).
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It is straightforward to check that & N T—we leave the verification to the reader.
Our next goal is to show that T allows elimination of quantifiers and is decidable.
In fact, T is also the model completion of £'. Let us say that a set of formulas
T(xx,...,xn)
is a basic n-type of a theory if it is a maximal set of quantifier free
formulas in the free variables {xx,...,xn}
consistent with that theory. By the
signature of £(£):
Lemma 1. Every basic n-type of T is uniquely determined by its 2-type projections.

Next,
Lemma 2. Each of the following sets of formulas uniquely determines a basic \-type of
T; moreover, each basic \-type of T contains one of these sets:

(1) For each tj G Tr:
(a) {£„(*)};

(b) {-,£,(*),-,C7,(*), $,(*)};
(2) for each tj G Tr such that rjA(0>G Tr, {Uv(x)};
(3) for each tj G Tr such that tj*(0>G Tr, {Uv(x),-,Sv-(i)(x) \ i < to}; and

(4) for f*, the infinite branch of Tr, {Sf.u(x) \ i < to}.
Proof. It is easy to see that each of the above sets of formulas is consistent with
T. We will show first that each determines a unique basic 1-type. So assume that
T(x) is a basic 1-type containing one of the above. By the axioms in (II)—(IX) there
is a unique h E to<u U to" of maximum length such that

Shtj(x) E T(x) for all i < lh(A) if h E to<u, and for all / < to otherwise.
Now, again by the axioms in (II)-(IX), T's containment of any one of the above
sets uniquely determines that h. So, by those axioms T's containment of all the
U(x), Sp(x) and B (x) is uniquely determined. They also determine exactly which
Eß(x, x) belongs to T. Thus, by the axioms in (XII) and (XIII) the Rp(x, x) are
uniquely determined. Finally by the axioms in (I), (XV), and (XVII), -,(x < x) and
-,£°(x, x) belong to all basic 1-types of T. This proves the first half. Let us denote
each of the basic 1-types thus determined by:

(i)(a)r*;

0)IV;
(2)IT;
(3) ThL;and

(4) IV,, respectively.
Now let T(x) be any basic 1-type of T. Let h G u<a U to" be the unique element
of maximum length such that

Shti(x) G T(x) for all i< \h(h) if lh(h) < w, and / < « otherwise. By the choice
of Tr, if h E to", then h = /*, and so in that case T = Tf,. So assume that h E u<u.
Now if Bh(x) or [-,£,,( x) A -,Uh(x)] is in T(x), then T = T/, r = Tf, respectively.
If not, then Uh(x) is in T(x), and thus by the choice of h either ft*(0)G Tr or
-lSh'^¡y(x) E T(x) for all i < to. In the first case T = Thu, while for the second

r = rhL.
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Lemma 3. Every basic 2-type of T is uniquely determined by its \-typeprojections
finitely many formulas that it contains.

Proof.

and

Let 2(x, y) be a basic 2-type of T and rg*(;c), ThY(y)its 1-type projec-

tions. By the axioms in (II)-(IX) and (XIII), if Rnè(x,y) G 2(x, y) then tj < g and
£ < h. Also, if tj < g and £ < h, then R"¡(x, y) G 2(x, y) if and only if g(lh(Tj)) =
/i(lh(£)), by the axioms in (II)-(IX), (XX), and (XXV). Similarly, by the axioms in
(XV), if £|(jc, y) G 2(x, y) then again tj < g and £ < h. This time, however, if

lh(Tj)< g then by the axioms in (VIII), (XXX), (XV), (XVII), (XX), and (XXXI),
L\(x, y) E 2(jc, y) if and only if g(lh(Tj))< A(lh(£)). By the axioms in (XII), the
E (x, y)'s are also determined. Thus there exists at most eight atomic, negated
atomic formulas not uniquely determined by the 1-type projections: (x=y)k,
(x <y)k, Rgh(x,y)k, and L%(x, y)k, k - 0,1 (of course if g or h is /*, or g"(0) or
h'(0) ÇÉTr, then the corresponding formula does not exist).
Let LN be the restriction of £(£) to those predicate symbols whose subscripts and
superscripts tj satisfying S^^yiO')
+ lh(tj) *£ N. Similarly, if 2 is a set of formulas

of £, then let 2 tu denote LN n 2.
Lemma 4. Assume that T, 2 are basic m and m + l-types of T't n, respectively, and
T(xx,...,xm) C 2(x„...,xm+1).
Then
T\- VxxVx2 ■••Vxm[ AT(xx,...,xm)

-> 3xm+x A 2(x,,..

.,xm+x)].

Proof. Asssume that & t= Ar(a,,...,am)
for some a,,... ,am E\ &\ . It then
suffices to show that there is an aG|6B| such that & N A2(a,,...,am,
a). If
(Xj = xm+x) E 2 for some /' < m, then this is trivial. So assume otherwise. For each

i, 1 « / < m + 1, fix the tj, G Tr of greatest length such that Uv(Xj) E 2 and
tj, (0)G Tr. Also fix the £ of greatest length such that 5i(xm+,) G 2. Now choose
any a G|éE| such that:

(l)ÉENS{(a);
(2) U((xm+1) E 2 if and
(3)B((xm+x) G 2 if and
(A)R^JXj, xm+x) G 2
(5) L^JXj, xm+x) G 2
By Lemma 3 and its proof,

only if S, F Ut(a);
only if â N Bt(a);
if and only if & N £^ +l(a„ a); and
if and only if & N L^+1(a,., a).
for any such a E\&\ ,

&t A2(a,,...,am,a).
The existence of such an a E \ â \ is easy to verify by the definition of 6Eand the
consistency of 2 with £' !>. For example, suppose that
Li'„,+,U> xm+x), L^^(xm+X,

Xj) E-2(xx,...,xm+x).

Fix a*, a* G | 6B| such that
&^R^+i(a„a*)AR^+i(aj,a*).
Now, by the consistency of 2 with T'tN it follows that, by the axioms in (XVI),
Ln'j(Xi, Xj) E 2(x„... ,xm+x) and so

ÄNL%.(airay).
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Next, by the definition of & and the fact that it thus satisfies the axioms in (XXX)

and (XXXI),
6? F U>^ia*,a*).
Thus by the property expressed in (XVII) either

& 1=EVa+i(af, a*)

or

& N a* < a*.

Now the first is impossible because otherwise two applications of (XIV) would give
& t= £^'(a,, a ■),which would violate the property expressed in (XV). Finally, by the
definition of &, there is an a G16E| satisfying
& N a* < a A a < a* A -n£„m+](a,

a*) A -n£,m+1(a,

a*).

It is then easy to see that for such an a G | & \ , by properties (XIX) and (XVIII),

(ÎN£^+](a,,a)A£^.(a,ay).
We leave the rest of the details of the proof of this lemma to the reader.
Lemma 5. T allows an effective elimination of quantifiers.

Proof. It is enough to show that uniformly effectively in quantifier
<p(xx,...,xm, y) there exists a quantifier free 6(xx,...,xm)
such that

TV 3y<p(xx,...,xm,y)

free

+*0(xx,...,xm).

Fix such a <p(xx,... ,xm) and let A^be the smallest integer such that <p(xx,.. .,xm, y)
is in £(£)Tn- First check the consistency of T'\N U {y(xx,...,xm, y)}. If this is

inconsistence, then 6—df± (a 0-ary predicate symbol introduced for "false").
Otherwise let 2,(x,,.. .,xm, y), i<M,
be all basic m+ 1-types of T'tN such
ihatcp(xx,...,xm,

2,(x,,...

i<M

let

,xm, y) be the corresponding basic w-type of TIV

y) E2j(xx,...,xm,

Now

T'tNV<p(xx,...,xm,y)~

y).

For

V

each

T¡(xx,...

,xm) C

A2,(x,,...,xm,y).

KM

So the two formulas are equivalent under £ also. By Lemma 4,

TV3yA-2i(xl,...,xm,y)~Ti(xl,...,xm)

for/<M.

Therefore
£1- 3yq>(xx,...,xm,y)

* V

AT¡(xx,..

.,xm),

i<M

and so we lak.ed(xx,...,xm)
tobe V ¡<M A Y¡(xx,...,xm).
By Lemmas 4 and 5, T is decidable and allows elimination of quantifiers. In fact,
by the above lemmas it is easy to see that T is the model completion of £'. We will
now show that £ has only finitely many countable models up to isomorphism. First
note that because £ allows elimination of quantifiers, each basic «-type of T
determines a unique «-type of £ through containment. Therefore let r* denote the
1-type of T that contains the basic 1-type Tgxof Lemma 2. Now, in every model & of

T, exactly one of the following holds:
(I)(a)6£omitsr(L);
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(b) there is an a G|fcf| realizing Tfy such that if a' G|(î|
tf 1=[£()(a, a') Va<a'];
(c) otherwise.
Also, exactly one of the following holds:

realizes TA,

then

(II) (a) 6?omits T/.;
(b) tf realizes Tf, but omits Tf.(x) U !}„(><)U {x ¥=y};
(c) not (i) or (ii) and there is a < -least and < -greatest realization of Yf,;
(d) not (i), (ii), or (iii) and there is a < -least realization of Yf,;
(e) not (i), (ii), or (iii) and there is a < -greatest realization of Yf»;
(f) otherwise.

In fact,
Lemma 6. If two countable models of T satisfy the same options from (I) and (II)
above, then they are isomorphic.

Proof. There are eighteen cases, and since they are all similar we will do only one.
So suppose CÍand $ are countable models of T and they both satisfy, say (I)(b) and
(II)(f). Let {ak 11 < to} and {b, | /' < «} be enumerations of | tf | and | vfi| , respectively, such that a0, bQ are elements satisfying (I)(b) in tf, $, respectively. By the
usual kind of argument we build /: tf ^ <■$>
as f-di U fs, defining the //s by
induction on s.
/o=df

(floA>-

Suppose/ for / < 2« has been defined satisfying:

(l)U,<2„/(a;.)
(2){a0.«„->}
(3){è0.b„_x)
(4) (a,,...,a,
tively.

= V,r<2«;
C{aji\i<2n};
C{bk\i<2n};and
> and (bk,_bk^

) realize the same type in nV.'ft, respec-

Let T, 2 be the types
realized in tf byJ (a,,...,a,
) and (a,,...,a,
,an),
Jr
x ./l
.l2<i-\/
x J\
Jl»-\
"'
respectively. It is enough to show that there is a formula 6(xx,...,x2n)
E
2(x,,.. .,x2n) such that
r(c,,...,c2„_i)l-

for all a(xx,.. .,x2n) G 2(x1,..
ously,
3x2n0(xx,.
. . ,x2n)

0(cx,...,c2n_x,x)

^o(cx,...,c2n_x,x)

-,x2n). For suppose we have done so; then obviE T(xx,. . . ,x2„-\),
and
therefore
% V

3x6(bk¡,...,bki
:,x). Then simply define f2„ =df/2„_, U {(a„,b)}
such that® 1=8(bkt,...,bk2
t,b).
There are several different cases for finding the desired 8.

for a oG|®|

(A)rgx(x2n)C-Z(xx,...,x2n)iorsomeX^L,g^f*.
It is easy to see by Lemma 2 that T£(x2n) is then a principal type and is thus
generated by a single formula. Therefore by Lemmas 1 and 3, H(xx,.. .,x2n) is
certainly uniquely determined by its containment of T(xx,... ,x2n_x), the generator
for T*(x2n), and finitely many additional formulas. Thus 0(xx,.. .,x2n) can be taken
as the conjunction of that generator and those finitely many additional formulas.
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(B)TvL(x2„)C-2(xx,...,x2n).

We first wish to eliminate the possibility that, in addition, Lf ■>(x2n,xx) E
2(x,,...,x2n).
Assume otherwise in order to obtain a contradiction. By the definition of our original model it is easy to see that 3y£| ■)(x2n, y) G T^(x2n). So fix an

a' G | &| satisfying & N R}y(a„, a'). Then by property (XXXI),
<2N£<>(a',a0).
But this together with properties (XV), (XII), and (XVII) contradict the choice of a0.

Thus, by property (XVIII),
ÉEN[£¿>(a0,a„)V£O(a0,aj].

Then by properties (XXV), (XXVI), and (II)-(V),
& N Vx[L<>(a0, x) V £<>(a0, x)] - -,^.<0 for all i < to.
So again by Lemma 2 [L^ }(a0, x2n) V £<>(«„,

x2n)] generates

Tl(x2n)

in the

theory of (â, a0). Now the argument is just as it was in case (A).
(C) Otherwise—thus Tf.(x2n) C 2(x,,... ,x2n).
Note first that by Lemma 3 and its proof that the 2-type projection of 2(x,,... ,x2n)
in the variables, say (xx, x2n), is uniquely determined by the corresponding 1-type
projections in case rV.(x,) <£2(xx,...,x2n).
Also, even if I}.(x(.) C 2(jc,,...,jc2„),
Lemma 3 still shows that the 2-type projection is uniquely determined by the
corresponding 1-type projections and its containment of one formula from {(jc, =
x2n)'(xj < x2n),(x2n < x,)}. Thus in this case we simply abandon our search for
6(xx,...,x2n)
and instead, using the fact that <* must be dense, find a b E| $ |

such that:
(i) b realizes T,, in Q>;
(ii) if Tf.(xx) C 2(x„...,x2n)
and (x, < x2n) G 2(jc„. . .,x2n), then $ N b, < b;
(iii) as in (ii) except instead (x2n < x¡) G 2(xh.. .,x2n); then 6$) t b < b¡; and
(iv) as in (ii) except (x¡ = x2n) E 2(x,,... ,x2n); then let b = b,.
There can be no conflict here, since if, for instance, b¡ satisfies (ii) and bt satisfies

(iii), then any b E\%\ , such that %\:bi<bAb<
b;, will automatically satisfy (i)
by properties (XIX), (XII), (XIII), and (VI). Then f2n =df/2n_, U {(a,„ b)}. For
fin+\ we simply reverse the roles of â and % in the above argument.
Thus T has at most eighteen countable models up to isomorphism. In fact each of
the combinations from (I) and (II) above are realizable, and so T has exactly
eighteen models. Let 6E denote a countable model of £ satisfying (l)(x) and (II)(y).
For &by, let 6 G | âby | be an element as in (I)(b); for &xc or &xd let d be an element
as in (II)(d); and for âxc or &xelet e be an element as in (II)(e). Then from the above
arguments it is routine to verify that each of the following structures is homoge-

neous:
(1) &aa; (2) &ab; (3) (&ac, d, e); (4) (&ad, d); (5) (&ae, e); (6) &af;

(7) (&ba, b); (8) (&bb, b); (9) (&bc, b, d, e); (10) (&bd, b, d); (11) (&be, b, e);
(12) (&bf, b); (13) &ea;(14) &cb;(15) (&cc, d, e); (16) (&cd, d);
(n)(âce,e);(\$)âcf.
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Also, by the above arguments, it is not difficult to show that T is persistently finite.
Finally, each of the types of £ is either recursive or Turing equivalent to /*. With
these observations and the results in Millar [3] each of the above structures is
decidable exactly in either N or/*.
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